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CHAPTER 5
A graph theoretical study 
of gray matter networks and 
insight in psychosis

Under review for publication in Psychological Medicine as: Larabi, D.I., Marsman, 
J.B., Aleman, A., Tijms, B.M., Opmeer, E.M., Pijnenborg, G.H.M., van der Meer, L., van 
Tol, M.J., & Ćurčić-Blake, B. Insight does not come at random: individual gray matter 
networks relate to clinical and cognitive insight in psychotic disorders.
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5.1 Abstract

Background. Impaired clinical insight (i.e. illness awareness) and cognitive insight (i.e. 
metacognitive ability of self-evaluation) are prevalent in schizophrenia and relate to 
poorer outcome. Impaired insight has been related to gray matter (GM) abnormalities 
in regions distributed across the brain but whether focal associations show coherence 
at the brain’s systems-level is unknown. 

Methods. We used graph theory to examine whether individual GM-network metrics i) 
differ between patients with a psychotic disorder (n=114) and healthy controls (n=54), 
and ii) relate to insight within patients. Clinical insight was measured with the Schedule 
for the Assessment of Insight–Expanded and item G12 of the Positive and Negative 
Syndrome Scale, and cognitive insight with the Beck Cognitive Insight Scale. Individual 
GM-similarity networks were created from GM-segmentations of T1-weighted MRI-
scans. Graph metrics were calculated at the global (i.e. whole-brain) and local (i.e. 90 
regions) level using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox. 

Results. Patients demonstrated lower global and local clustering coefficients, higher 
global and local betweenness centrality and lower local path length than controls, 
indicating a reorganization of hub-regions. Within patients, poorer clinical insight was 
associated with global higher betweenness centrality and lower clustering coefficient. 
Poorer cognitive insight was associated with lower global and local clustering 
coefficient, global path length, and global and local small-worldness. 

Conclusions. This indicates that individuals with a psychotic disorder show lower 
segregation and more random topology of brain networks, that varies as a function of 
insight. Systems-level abnormalities in people with a psychotic disorder thus appear 
to be relevant for specific symptomatology.

Keywords: connectivity, graph theory, magnetic resonance imaging, schizophrenia, 
neuroimaging, small-world topology.
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5.2 Introduction

Clinical insight is impaired in 50-80% of patients with schizophrenia (Dam, 2006) and 
has been associated with poorer prognosis (Lincoln et al., 2007). Impaired insight is also 
common in other neurological and psychiatric illnesses such as dementias, substance-
related disorders, and obsessive-compulsive disorder (Goldstein et al., 2009; Mangone 
et al., 1991; Matsunaga et al., 2002). Clinical insight has been conceptualized as a 
multidimensional construct encompassing (i) awareness of illness, (ii) attribution 
of symptoms to the illness, and (iii) recognizing need for treatment (David, 1990). 
It can be distinguished from cognitive insight, which refers to the meta-cognitive 
abilities to reflect upon oneself (i.e. self-reflectiveness) and to not be overly certain 
of one’s own (incorrect) beliefs (i.e. self-certainty) (Beck et al., 2004; Cooke et al., 
2010). Despite the numerous studies conducted on the neural basis of insight, the 
exact neuroanatomical underpinnings of both types of impaired insight remain unclear. 
An improved understanding of this might help in finding better treatment options to 
improve insight.

Thus far, researchers have failed in pinpointing impaired insight to isolated brain areas. 
Instead, structural abnormalities in gray matter (GM) volume and thickness have been 
found in a distributed network of brain regions (Bergé et al., 2011; Cooke et al., 2008; 
Emami et al., 2016; Ha et al., 2004; McFarland et al., 2013; Sapara et al., 2016). Studies 
examining functional and white matter brain connectivity, related poorer clinical insight 
to abnormalities of cortical midline and Default Mode Network structures in patients 
with schizophrenia (Shad et al., 2006b). With regard to cognitive insight, a resting 
state fMRI study found a significant negative association between self-certainty 
and connectivity with the left inferior frontal cortex in the dorsal attention network 
(Gerretsen et al., 2014). Studies examining white matter brain connectivity did not 
find significant associations (Buchy et al., 2016; Ćurčić-Blake et al., 2015; Gerretsen 
et al., 2014; Orfei et al., 2013). Interestingly, a pilot study using a seed-based approach 
indicated a relation between self-certainty and cortical thickness covariance of the 
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and parts of the inferior frontal and superior frontal 
gyrus (Kuang et al., 2017). This suggests an important role of a frontal network in self-
certainty. Lobar specificity of this finding remains unclear, because the authors did not 
characterize whole brain topology. However, one could expect that insight is associated 
with spatially diffuse global abnormalities at the systems-level as it requires different 
social-, neuro- and meta-cognitive functions (e.g., self-reflectiveness, perspective 
taking, cognitive flexibility) that cannot be pinpointed to isolated brain regions. 
This may also explain why previous studies examining insight found inconsistent 
abnormalities of regions distributed across the brain with small effect sizes (Xavier 
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and Vorderstrasse, 2016). Methods taking the complex network of the whole brain into 
account may provide a more meaningful explanation of impaired insight in psychotic 
disorders than a focal (regional) approach.

In order to identify potential biomarkers for illnesses or symptoms, it is essential that 
individual network characteristics can be related to individual differences. Previous 
studies on GM networks in psychotic disorders created group-level networks, 
however (Bassett et al., 2008; Palaniyappan et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2012). In this 
study, structural networks were created on an individual level based on similarity in 
GM structure, a reliable method to construct GM networks (Tijms et al., 2015, 2012). 
Structural similarity might result from mutual genetic influences (Schmitt et al., 
2009), axonal tension (Essen, 1997; Gong et al., 2012; Hilgetag and Barbas, 2005), 
synchronized developmental change (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013), and functional 
coactivation of brain areas (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013; Evans, 2013; Seeley et al., 
2009). GM networks have shown considerable agreement with networks based on 
white matter and functional connectivity (Gong et al., 2012; Kelly et al., 2012), and 
appear to reflect brain organization at a longer timescale compared to functional 
networks and at a shorter timescale than white matter networks (Evans, 2013). In 
these GM-similarity graphs, brain areas represent nodes that are connected through 
edges, determined by GM similarity between nodes. Brain graphs are characterized by 
small-world topology, which enables a balance between information integration and 
segregation in order to maximize information transfer while minimizing wiring and 
metabolic costs (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009). In addition, highly interconnected areas, 
i.e. ‘hubs’, make systems more resilient toward pathological damage of nodes and/or 
edges (Achard, 2006). At the same time, hubs are also considered the weakest points 
of these systems. Several studies have shown lower small-world topology (Bassett 
et al., 2008; Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Liu et al., 2019; Lynall et al., 2010) and less 
‘hub-characteristics’ of the insula and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in patients with 
schizophrenia (Bassett et al., 2008). System-level variations might explain complex 
phenotypes, including insight, that involve integration of many regions.

In this study, we therefore approached the brain as one network (i.e. the connectome). 
The aim of our study was to investigate whether structural networks of patients with 
a psychotic disorder are characterized by aberrant small-world topology (specifically 
clustering and small-world coefficient) and hub-characteristics (measured with 
betweenness centrality) and whether these system-level characteristics relate to 
poorer insight. Based on previous studies indicating spatially diffuse abnormalities 
across the brain (Bergé et al., 2011; Cooke et al., 2008; Emami et al., 2016; Ha et al., 
2004; McFarland et al., 2013; Sapara et al., 2016), we expect aberrant small-world 
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topology in patients with poorer insight. Furthermore, previous studies showed a 
shift in location of hub-regions in patients with schizophrenia, possibly reflecting 
a compensatory mechanism accounting for aberrant global network organization 
(Palaniyappan et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2012). Therefore, we also expect lower ‘hub-
characteristics’ of cortical midline structures, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and 
the insula in patients with poorer insight, as these areas have been implicated in poorer 
insight previously.

5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Participants
Structural T1-weighted MRI data of 126 individuals with a psychotic disorder and 
56 healthy controls (HC) was included. These participants were enrolled in one of 
five studies conducted at the NeuroImaging Center of the University Medical Center 
Groningen (UMCG) between 2008 and 2015: (1) a study comparing the neural effects 
of aripiprazole and risperidone (EUDRA-CT: 2007-002748-79) (Liemburg et al., 2017), 
(2) a study examining the effect of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation on 
negative symptoms (trial number in Dutch trial register: NTR1261) (Dlabac-de Lange et 
al., 2015), (3) a study examining the neural basis of insight in affective and non-affective 
psychosis (Van der Meer et al., 2014), (4) a study examining a cognitive-emotional 
intervention aimed at improving insight (trial number in Dutch trial register: NTR1799) 
(Pijnenborg et al., 2011), and (5) a study examining the neural correlates of cognitive 
and emotion processing in healthy siblings of patients (van der Velde et al., 2014). 
Patients were recruited from several mental health institutions in the Netherlands and 
were diagnosed with a psychotic disorder according to DSM-IV(-TR) criteria (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2000), confirmed with the Schedules for Clinical Assessment 
in Neuropsychiatry (Giel and Nienhuis, 1996) or MINI-international neuropsychiatric 
interview (Sheehan et al., 1998). HC were recruited through advertisements. Inclusion 
criteria for patients and healthy controls (HC) were age older than 18 years and being 
able to give informed consent. Exclusion criteria for patients were having an acute 
psychotic episode, having a comorbid neurological disorder, insufficient mastery 
of Dutch language, and MRI-contraindications. An exclusion criterion for HC was a 
lifetime axis I diagnosis. Additional inclusion criteria applied to two of these studies. 
Additional inclusion criteria, per study, were: a score of at least 15 on the negative 
subscale of the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale interview (PANSS) (study 2) 
(Kay et al., 1987), impaired insight as defined by both rating by a clinician and a score 
lower than 10 on the Birchwood Insight Scale (BIS) (study 4) (Birchwood et al., 1994). 
Additional exclusion criteria applied to three of the studies. Additional exclusion criteria 
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were, per study: rTMS contraindications (e.g. personal/family history of epilepsy, brain 
surgery or head injury with loss of consciousness in the past), previous treatment with 
rTMS, severe behavioral disorders and substance dependency within the previous 6 
months (study 2), having a co-morbid psychiatric and/or somatic disorder, drug use, 
change of medication within the last week, use of a benzodiazepine equivalent to >3 
mg lorazepam, electroconvulsive therapy within the last year (study 3), and receiving 
cognitive behavioral therapy (study 4). Additional inclusion criteria for HC of studies 
4 and 5 were not having a history of somatic and/or neurological illnesses confirmed 
with the MINI-plus. Study protocols were approved by the medical ethical board of the 
UMCG and were in accordance with the latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki. 
All participants gave written informed consent prior to participation in these studies. 

5.3.2 Symptoms
Severity and frequency of past week’s symptoms were assessed with the Positive and 
Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) (Kay et al., 1987). This is a rating scale to assess 
positive, negative and general symptoms in schizophrenia. Two trained interviewers 
obtained a consensus score for each item on a seven-point scale indicating severity 
of the symptom in the past week (1=absent; 7=extreme). 

5.3.3 Insight measures
Clinical insight was measured with item G12 of the PANSS (Kay et al., 1987) in 114 
patients and with the Schedule of Assessment of Insight – Expanded (SAI-E) (Kemp 
and David, 1997) in a subsample of 62 patients (i.e. 28 from study 3 and 34 from study 
4). In this subsample of 62 patients, the Beck Cognitive Insight Scale (BCIS) (Beck et 
al., 2004) was additionally administered to assess cognitive insight.

Item G12 of the PANSS measures lack of judgment and insight. It is one of the most 
frequently used measures of clinical insight (Shad et al., 2006b), and correlations with 
other measures such as the SAI-E have shown to be strong (Sanz et al., 1998).

The SAI-E is a 12-item researcher-reported semi-structured interview measuring 
three subdimensions of insight (Dantas and Banzato, 2007; David et al., 2003; 
Konstantakopoulos et al., 2013): awareness of illness, relabeling of symptoms and 
awareness of need for treatment (David, 1990). The last 3 clinician-rated items (i.e. A, 
B and C; part of awareness of need for treatment subscale) were discarded as they 
were missing for many patients. Subscale scores as well as a subtotal score were used 
for analyses. The SAI-E score on item 6 was missing for one patient of Study 4. This 
score was substituted by the average score on item 6 for all other patients of Study 4.
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The Beck Cognitive Insight Scale (BCIS) (Beck et al., 2004) is a self-report 15-item 
questionnaire consisting of two subscales (Buchy et al., 2012b; Favrod et al., 2008; 
Gutiérrez-Zotes et al., 2012; Kao and Liu, 2010; Uchida et al., 2009): self-reflectiveness 
(SR) and self-certainty (SC). We also computed a composite index score (i.e. self-
reflection minus self-certainty score). All three scores were used for analyses. Poorer 
insight was reflected in higher self-certainty, lower self-reflection and lower composite 
index scores. 

In our sample, 57% of patients had impaired insight as defined by a score of at least 3 
on the PANSS G12 item. Significant correlations in the expected direction were found 
between PANSS G12 and all SAI-E scores (PANSS G12 and SAI-E subtotal: rs=-0.69, 
p<0.001) as well as the BCIS composite index score (rs=-0.33, p=0.008).

5.3.4 Data acquisition and preprocessing
T1-weighted images were acquired in the Neuroimaging Center of the University 
Medical Center Groningen, the Netherlands, using a 3T MRI scanner equipped with 
an 8 channel SENSE head coil (Philips Intera, Best, Netherlands) (matrix size 256 mm 
x 256; FOV=256, 232, 170 mm; voxel size=1x0.9x1; TR=9 ms; TE=3.5 ms; 170 slices; 
duration=4 min 11 s). Scans were acquired parallel to the bicommissural plane, covering 
the whole brain.

Data was preprocessed using Statistical Parametric Mapping version 12 (SPM12; www.
fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) implemented in Matlab R2015a (Mathworks inc, Natick, MA). 
Preprocessing steps included manual reorientation to set the origin of the scans to 
the anterior commissure, and segmentation into gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) 
and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) using unified segmentation. Quality of segmentations 
was checked for each GM segmentation individually, and by displaying one slice per 
individual and checking sample homogeneity using covariance in the VBM8 toolbox. 
This resulted in exclusion of twelve patients and two healthy controls.

5.3.5 Construction of single-subject structural networks
The method for construction of single-subject structural networks is described in Tijms 
et al. (2012) (Tijms et al., 2012) and the code is available on Github (https://github.com/
bettytijms/Single_Subject_Grey_Matter_Networks). The full pipeline is illustrated in 
Figure 1. In short, with this method a brain network was created per individual based 
on GM similarity. Consequently, each network was binarized by applying a subject-
specific threshold of p<0.05, which was determined with permutation testing. This 
resulted in unweighted and undirected networks. Subsequently, the following basic 
and higher-order graph metrics were computed for each individual using code of the 
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Brain Connectivity Toolbox (BCT) (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010): (1) size (i.e. number of 
nodes), (2) degree (i.e. number of edges) and (3) connectivity density (i.e. number 
of existing edges relative to number of all possible edges), (4) characteristic path 
length (L; i.e. the minimum number of edges between any two nodes), (5) clustering 
coefficient (CC; fraction of node’s neighbors that are each other’s neighbors), and (6) 
betweenness centrality (BC; i.e. the proportion of paths that run through a specific 
node). In addition, per individual, 20 randomized reference networks with identical 
size, degree and degree distribution were created and their higher-order graph metrics 
were calculated. Computation of graph metrics of individual and random networks 
was performed in Matlab 2018a on the high-performance computing facilities of the 
university of Groningen, the ‘Peregrine’ cluster multicore Dell comprised of 24 Intel Xeon 
2.5 GHz cores. Subsequently, we calculated normalized path length (λ) and normalized 
clustering coefficient (γ) by dividing L and CC of each network, respectively, by those 
averaged from 20 random networks. Lastly, we computed small-world coefficients (σ) 
by dividing γ with λ. Networks show small-world topology when clustering coefficient 
is higher and path length is similar to that of random reference networks (i.e. when γ/
λ>1) (Humphries and Gurney, 2008; Watts and Strogatz, 1998). Graph metrics were 
computed on a global (i.e. averaged over the whole brain) as well as local level (i.e. 
averaged for 90 anatomical areas defined with the Automated Anatomical Labeling 
Atlas (AAL) atlas) (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). To calculate local graph metrics per 
individual, an AAL-atlas was warped to subject space per individual with (1) inverse 
deformation parameters obtained during segmentation, and (2) coregistration 
parameters obtained during creation of gray matter networks. Per individual, subject 
space GM segmentations were then parcellated into 90 areas with the AAL-atlas. 
Nodes were labelled according to the most frequently occurring AAL-label of a node’s 
voxels. Graph metrics per node were averaged within an AAL-area to obtain local graph 
metrics per AAL-area. The AAL-parcellation was chosen in order to be consistent with 
previous studies using the same methodology so that results could be compared to 
existing literature.

5.3.6 Statistical analyses
Data was analyzed with IBM SPSS Statistics 24 (SPSS Inc., Armonk, NY). FDR-
correction for multiple testing was applied with the p.adjust function in R version 3.5.2 
(R Core team, 2018).

5.3.6.1 Covariates. First, to ensure that results of our analyses were not confounded 
by any quality differences between studies, we compared GM, WM and CSF volumes 
with a one-way ANOVA (i.e. WM volume) or non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests (i.e. 
GM volume and CSF volume). In addition, differences in connectivity distributions 
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between studies were visually checked with cumulative histograms in Matlab R2015a 
(Mathworks inc, Natick, MA). Significant different variables were added as additional 
covariates to all analyses (i.e. GM volume, see Results for details).

Figure 1: Visualization of methods. Adapted from Tijms et al. (2012) and Verfaillie et al. (2018) (Tijms 
et al., 2012; Verfaillie et al., 2018).
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Second, to ensure that results of our group comparisons were not confounded by any 
differences in basic graph metrics or participant characteristics between groups, we 
compared differences in size (t-test), degree (t-test), density (non-parametric Mann-
Whitney U test), total GM (non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test), total WM (t-test), 
total CSF (non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test), sex (chi-square test), handedness 
(chi-square test), age (non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test) and education (non-
parametric Mann-Whitney U test) between groups. Earlier studies showed that basic 
graph metrics influence higher-order graph metrics (van Wijk et al., 2010). Results 
were evaluated at an FDR-corrected level (p<0.05) corrected for 10 tests. In addition, 
for each AAL-region, basic graph metrics were compared between groups with non-
parametric Mann-Whitney U tests. Results were evaluated at an FDR-corrected level 
(p<0.05) corrected for 270 tests (i.e. 3*90). In case of significant differences between 
groups, basic graph metrics or participant characteristics were added as additional 
covariate in comparisons of higher-order graph metrics between groups (i.e. education 
for comparison of all graph metrics between groups, density of AAL-regions 68 and 
86 for comparisons of local graph metrics of these areas - see Results for details).

Third, to ensure that results of our analyses were not confounded by any associations 
of other variables and insight, we calculated correlations between basic graph metrics 
(i.e., size, degree or density) or participant characteristics (i.e. age, sex, education, 
handedness, illness duration, standardized antipsychotic dose, PANSS positive 
symptoms, PANSS negative symptoms, PANSS global symptoms minus G12, total GM, 
total WM, total CSF), and insight (i.e. PANSS G12, SAI-E subtotal and subscales, BCIS 
composite index score and subscales) with Pearson or Spearman correlations. Results 
were evaluated at an FDR-corrected level (p<0.05) corrected for 120 (i.e. 15 variables*8 
insight measures) tests. In addition, for each AAL-region, we calculated Spearman 
correlations between insight and basic graph metrics as well as local GM volume. 
Results were evaluated at an FDR-corrected level (p<0.05) corrected for 2880 (i.e. 8 
insight measures*4 variables*90 regions) tests. In case of significant associations with 
insight, basic graph metrics or participant characteristics were added as additional 
covariate in analyses examining the association between insight and higher-order 
graph metrics (i.e. PANSS positive scores for correlations with SAI-E Relabeling of 
symptoms, see Results for details). 

5.3.6.2 Comparison of GM network measures between patients and HC. Analysis of 
covariance was used to assess group differences in graph metrics (i.e. path length, 
clustering coefficient, normalized path length, normalized clustering coefficient, 
betweenness centrality or small-world coefficient) between patients and controls. 
Results were evaluated at an FDR-corrected level (p<0.05) corrected for six tests. 
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Analyses were repeated for a subsample of patients diagnosed with schizophrenia 
(n=97), and a subsample of patients for which additional insight measures (i.e., SAI-E 
and BCIS) were available (n=62).

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to assess group differences in graph metrics 
(i.e. path length, clustering coefficient, normalized path length, normalized clustering 
coefficient, betweenness centrality or small-world coefficient) between patients and 
controls on the local level. All models were adjusted for total GM volume, education, 
and local GM volume within that AAL-area, in line with previous papers applying the 
same methodology (e.g.,(Tijms et al., 2013)). Additionally, analyses regarding areas 68 
and 86 were additionally adjusted for density of these areas. Results were evaluated 
at an FDR-corrected level (p<0.05) corrected for 540 (i.e. 6*90) tests at the local level. 
Analyses were repeated with inclusion of patients diagnosed with schizophrenia only 
(n=97), and with only including patients for which additional insight measures (i.e., 
SAI-E and BCIS) were available (n=62).

5.3.6.3 Associations between GM network measures and insight. Associations 
between graph metrics and insight were calculated at the global and local level with 
partial Spearman correlations correcting for total GMV (and additionally local GMV at 
the local level). First, we examined the association between graph metrics and PANSS 
G12 scores for the entire patient group (n=114). Analyses were repeated for the group 
of patients with schizophrenia (n=97), and for patients for whom additional insight 
measures were available (n=62). 

Second, for this subsample of 62 patients, we examined associations between graph 
metrics and SAI-E (subtotal or scores on three subscales) or BCIS scores (composite 
index score or scores on two subscales). Results were evaluated at an FDR-corrected 
level (p<0.05) corrected for eight tests (i.e. eight insight scores) at the global level and 
720 tests (i.e. 8*90) at the local level.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Participants
Initially, 126 patients with a psychotic disorder and 56 HC were included. Twelve patients 
and two HC were excluded during MRI-analyses because of movement (n=9), extreme 
brain atrophy (n=1) and problems with segmentation (n=4). This left 114 patients and 
54 HC for analyses (Table 1). 
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Table 1: Participant, whole brain network- and illness characteristics.

Participant characteristics 

Sex (number of males/females) 87/27 34/20 χ(1)=3.242, p=0.072

Age (years) 33.67 (10.86) 35.11 (10.76) U=2826, p=0.392

Handedness (number of right/
left)a

97/8 50/3 χ(1)=0.209, p=0.648

Education levelb 5.11 (1.11) 5.87 (0.72) U=1715.5, p<0.001, 
pFDR<0.001*

Whole brain network characteristics

Gray matter volume 723.43 (87.33) 725.85 (80.07) U=3076, p=0.995

White matter volume 475.73 (58.33) 466.32 (56.85) t(166)=-0.99, p=0.326

Cerebrospinal fluid volume 305.54 (84.30) 277.60 (67.33) U=2447, p=0.032, 
pFDR=0.11

Network size 7661.32 (684.14) 7491.78 (703.83) t(166)=-1.49, p=0.139

Network degree 1185.99 (158.03) 1199.52 (159.23) t(166)=0.517, p=0.606

Connectivity density 15.44 (1.08) 15.98 (1.13) U=2323, p=0.01, 
pFDR=0.05

Illness characteristics

Diagnosis (number)
Schizophrenia
Schizoaffective disorder
Schizophreniform disorder
Delusional disorder
Substance induced psychosis
Psychotic disorder NOS

97
2
2
2
2
9

Illness duration (years)c 9.11 (8.66)

Use of antipsychotic medication 
(number)d

None 
Aripiprazole 
Clozapine 
Flupentixol 
Haloperidol 
Olanzapine 
Quetiapine 
Risperidone 
Zuclopenthixol
Pimozide 
Paliperidone
Perfenazine 

20
21
21
2
4
37
11
11
1
1
1
1

Standardized antipsychotic dosee 5.91 (5.82)
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Table 1: Continued.

Mean (SD) 
patients (n=114)

Mean (SD) HC 
(n=54)

Difference between 
groups

PANSS
Subscale negative symptoms 
Subscale positive symptoms 
Subscale general 
psychopathology
Total

15.67 (5.14)
14.66 (4.88)
30.83 (7.09)

61.15 (13.42)
a. Handedness data was missing for 10 participants.
b. Based on Verhage (1964). Education data was missing for 3 participants.
c. Illness duration data was missing for 3 patients.
d. Some patients were using multiple antipsychotic medications concurrently. Data was missing for 
1 patient.
e. Haloperidol equivalent (dose in mg per day) (based on Andreasen et al., 2010) (Andreasen et al., 
2010). Data was missing for 1 patient.
*Significant difference between groups at p<0.001.
Abbreviations: SD=standard deviation; HC=healthy controls; NOS=not otherwise specified.

5.4.2 Covariates
When including all patients and healthy controls, a significant difference in total GM 
volume (χ2(4)=22.029, p<0.001) was found between studies with a Kruskal-Wallis H 
test. No differences were found in total WM and total CSF. In addition, no differences 
in connectivity distributions were seen between studies. Therefore, in order to take 
differences between studies into account, total GM volume was entered as covariate 
in all analyses. Local analyses were additionally corrected for local GM volume.

Patients were educated significantly lower than healthy controls (see Table 1). The 
densities of areas 68 (right precuneus; U=1931, p<0.001, pFDR=0.01) and 86 (right 
middle temporal gyrus; U=1884, p<0.001, pFDR=0.01) were also significantly different 
between groups. No other participant characteristics or basic graph metrics differed 
between groups after FDR-correction. Therefore, education was added as covariate in 
all comparisons of higher-order graph metrics between groups. Densities of areas 68 
and 86 were added in comparisons of higher-order local (i.e., of these regions) graph 
metrics between groups.

Higher PANSS positive scores correlated negatively with SAI-E Relabeling of symptoms 
scores (r=-0.467, p<0.001, pFDR=0.016). No other participant characteristics or basic 
graph metrics correlated significantly with insight measures after FDR-correction. 
Therefore, PANSS positive scores were added as covariate in analyses on the 
association between SAI-E Relabeling of symptoms and higher-order graph metrics.
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5.4.3 Comparison of GM network measures between patients and HC
Globally, connectomes of patients as well as HC showed small-world topology (mean 
small-world coefficient patients=1.52 (SD=0.10); HC=1.55 (SD=0.07). We found lower 
clustering coefficient and higher betweenness centrality in patients compared to HC. 
Results were unchanged when only including patients diagnosed with schizophrenia 
(n=97) or patients for which additional insight measures were available (i.e., SAI-E, 
BCIS) (n=62) (Table 2).

Locally, we compared local gray matter network measures between patients and 
HC to assess whether differences were specific for certain regions or distributed 
across the brain. We found significantly lower path length, normalized path length, 
clustering coefficient, normalized clustering coefficient, and small-world coefficient 
in several areas in patients compared to healthy controls (see Figure 2 and Table 
3). On contrary, bilateral thalamus showed higher small-world coefficient in patients 
compared to healthy controls. Betweenness centrality was higher in several areas 
in patients compared to healthy controls. Second, we compared local gray matter 
network measures between patients and healthy controls while only including patients 
diagnosed with schizophrenia (n=97) or patients of which additional insight measures 
were available (i.e., SAI-E, BCIS) (n=62). Results were similar (see Table 3). 

Table 2: Comparison of global gray matter network measures between patients and healthy controls.

Network measure/AAL-area Mean (SD) patients (n=114) Mean (SD) healthy controls 
(n=54)

Difference between groupsa Difference between groupsb Difference between groupsc

Whole brain gray matter network measures 

Path length (L) 1.99 (0.03) 1.99 (0.02) F(1,165)=0.003, p=0.956 F(1,148)=0, p=0.982 F(1,114)=0.021, p=0.885

Clustering coefficient (CC) 0.44 (0.02) 0.45 (0.02) F(1,165)=17.90, pFDR<0.001** F(1,148)=19.016, pFDR<0.001** F(1,114)= 14.820, pFDR=0.001*

Betweenness centrality (BC) 7585.33 (619.91) 7459.04 (626.25) F(1,165)=7.910, p=0.006, 
pFDR=0.017*

F(1,148)=9.137, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.009*

F(1,114)= 5.460, p=0.021, 
pFDR=0.06

Normalized path length (λ) 1.08 (0.01) 1.08 (0.01) F(1,165)=2.973, p=0.087 F(1,148)=3.456, p=0.065, 
pFDR=0.08

F(1,114)= 2.835, p=0.095

Normalized clustering 
coefficient (γ)

1.64 (0.13) 1.69 (0.09) F(1,165)=3.239, p=0.074 F(1,148)=4.349, p=0.039, 
pFDR=0.06

F(1,114)=3.514, p=0.064

Small-world coefficient (σ) 1.52 (0.10) 1.56 (0.07) F(1,165)=3.338, p=0.070 F(1,148)=4.582, p=0.034, 
pFDR=0.06

F(1,114)=3.598, p=0.06

NB: Corrected for education and total gray matter volume.
a. n=114 patients and 54 healthy controls.
b. n=97 patients and 54 healthy controls.
c. n=62 patients and 54 healthy controls.
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Table 2: Comparison of global gray matter network measures between patients and healthy controls.

Network measure/AAL-area Mean (SD) patients (n=114) Mean (SD) healthy controls 
(n=54)

Difference between groupsa Difference between groupsb Difference between groupsc

Whole brain gray matter network measures 

Path length (L) 1.99 (0.03) 1.99 (0.02) F(1,165)=0.003, p=0.956 F(1,148)=0, p=0.982 F(1,114)=0.021, p=0.885

Clustering coefficient (CC) 0.44 (0.02) 0.45 (0.02) F(1,165)=17.90, pFDR<0.001** F(1,148)=19.016, pFDR<0.001** F(1,114)= 14.820, pFDR=0.001*

Betweenness centrality (BC) 7585.33 (619.91) 7459.04 (626.25) F(1,165)=7.910, p=0.006, 
pFDR=0.017*

F(1,148)=9.137, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.009*

F(1,114)= 5.460, p=0.021, 
pFDR=0.06

Normalized path length (λ) 1.08 (0.01) 1.08 (0.01) F(1,165)=2.973, p=0.087 F(1,148)=3.456, p=0.065, 
pFDR=0.08

F(1,114)= 2.835, p=0.095

Normalized clustering 
coefficient (γ)

1.64 (0.13) 1.69 (0.09) F(1,165)=3.239, p=0.074 F(1,148)=4.349, p=0.039, 
pFDR=0.06

F(1,114)=3.514, p=0.064

Small-world coefficient (σ) 1.52 (0.10) 1.56 (0.07) F(1,165)=3.338, p=0.070 F(1,148)=4.582, p=0.034, 
pFDR=0.06

F(1,114)=3.598, p=0.06

NB: Corrected for education and total gray matter volume.
a. n=114 patients and 54 healthy controls.
b. n=97 patients and 54 healthy controls.
c. n=62 patients and 54 healthy controls.

Figure 2: Plots of the AAL-areas that showed lower path length (A), lower clustering coefficient 
(B), higher betweenness centrality (C) and differences in small world coefficients (red=higher; 
purple=lower) in patients compared to healthy controls. 
This figure was created with WFU PickAtlas (Maldjian et al., 2004; Maldjian J.A. et al., 2003; Tzourio-
Mazoyer et al., 2002) and MRIcroGL (Rorden and Brett, 2000).
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Table 3: Comparison of local gray matter network measures between patients and healthy controls.

Network measure/AAL-area Mean (SD) patients 
(n=114)

Mean (SD) healthy 
controls (n=54)

Difference between groupsa Difference between groupsb Difference between groupsc

Local gray matter network measures***

Differences in path length

46. Right cuneus 1.969 (0.034) 1.991 (0.047) n.s. n.s. F(1,114)=11.940, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.04

69. Left paracentral lobule 1.916 (0.006) 1.949 (0.008) F(1,165)=9.603, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.04

similar similar

Differences in clustering coefficient

1. Left precentral gyrus 0.425 (0.002) 0.441 (0.003) F(1,165)=14.163, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar similar

2. Right precentral gyrus 0.428 (0.002) 0.442 (0.004) F(1,165)=10.409, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

3. Left superior frontal gyrus 0.447 (0.002) 0.461 (0.003) F(1,165)=17.034, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar n.s.

8. Right middle frontal gyrus 0.421 (0.002) 0.435 (0.003) F(1,164)=13.450, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar n.s.

13. Left inferior frontal triangularis 0.422 (0.002) 0.437 (0.004) F(1,159)=10.974, p=0.001, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

14. Right inferior frontal triangularis 0.431 (0.002) 0.447 (0.003) F(1,164)=14.966, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar similar

17. Left Rolandic operculum 0.399 (0.004) 0.421 (0.006) F(1,165)=9.131, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.046

similar n.s.

18. Right Rolandic operculum 0.389 (0.005) 0.424 (0.007) F(1,165)=15.193, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar similar

20. Right supplementary motor area 0.411 (0.003) 0.428 (0.004) F(1,165)=10.341, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

27. Left rectal gyrus 0.429 (0.003) 0.451 (0.005) F(1,162)=11.190, p=0.001, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

28. Right rectal gyrus 0.409 (0.041) 
n=62 sample

0.465 (0.062) n.s. n.s. F(1,114)=17.376, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

42. Right amygdala 0.410 (0.003) 0.429 (0.005) F(1,165)=8.858, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.049

similar n.s.

43. Left calcarine sulcus 0.393 (0.003) 0.413 (0.005) F(1,165)=10.274, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

44. Right calcarine sulcus 0.388 (0.003) 0.411 (0.005) F(1,165)=14.030, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar n.s.

45. Left cuneus 0.365 (0.003) 0.383 (0.004) F(1,165)=12.355, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar similar

51. Left middle occipital gyrus SZ only: 0.415 (0.003) 0.430 (0.004) n.s. F(1,148)=8.819, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.046

n.s.
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Table 3: Comparison of local gray matter network measures between patients and healthy controls.

Network measure/AAL-area Mean (SD) patients 
(n=114)

Mean (SD) healthy 
controls (n=54)

Difference between groupsa Difference between groupsb Difference between groupsc

Local gray matter network measures***

Differences in path length

46. Right cuneus 1.969 (0.034) 1.991 (0.047) n.s. n.s. F(1,114)=11.940, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.04

69. Left paracentral lobule 1.916 (0.006) 1.949 (0.008) F(1,165)=9.603, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.04

similar similar

Differences in clustering coefficient

1. Left precentral gyrus 0.425 (0.002) 0.441 (0.003) F(1,165)=14.163, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar similar

2. Right precentral gyrus 0.428 (0.002) 0.442 (0.004) F(1,165)=10.409, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

3. Left superior frontal gyrus 0.447 (0.002) 0.461 (0.003) F(1,165)=17.034, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar n.s.

8. Right middle frontal gyrus 0.421 (0.002) 0.435 (0.003) F(1,164)=13.450, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar n.s.

13. Left inferior frontal triangularis 0.422 (0.002) 0.437 (0.004) F(1,159)=10.974, p=0.001, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

14. Right inferior frontal triangularis 0.431 (0.002) 0.447 (0.003) F(1,164)=14.966, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar similar

17. Left Rolandic operculum 0.399 (0.004) 0.421 (0.006) F(1,165)=9.131, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.046

similar n.s.

18. Right Rolandic operculum 0.389 (0.005) 0.424 (0.007) F(1,165)=15.193, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar similar

20. Right supplementary motor area 0.411 (0.003) 0.428 (0.004) F(1,165)=10.341, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

27. Left rectal gyrus 0.429 (0.003) 0.451 (0.005) F(1,162)=11.190, p=0.001, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

28. Right rectal gyrus 0.409 (0.041) 
n=62 sample

0.465 (0.062) n.s. n.s. F(1,114)=17.376, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

42. Right amygdala 0.410 (0.003) 0.429 (0.005) F(1,165)=8.858, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.049

similar n.s.

43. Left calcarine sulcus 0.393 (0.003) 0.413 (0.005) F(1,165)=10.274, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

44. Right calcarine sulcus 0.388 (0.003) 0.411 (0.005) F(1,165)=14.030, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar n.s.

45. Left cuneus 0.365 (0.003) 0.383 (0.004) F(1,165)=12.355, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar similar

51. Left middle occipital gyrus SZ only: 0.415 (0.003) 0.430 (0.004) n.s. F(1,148)=8.819, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.046

n.s.
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Table 3: Continued.

Network measure/AAL-area Mean (SD) patients 
(n=114)

Mean (SD) healthy 
controls (n=54)

Difference between groupsa Difference between groupsb Difference between groupsc

52. Right middle occipital gyrus 0.419 (0.003) 0.435 (0.004) F(1,165)=12.090, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar n.s.

57. Left postcentral gyrus 0.406 (0.002) 0.420 (0.003) F(1,165)=12.508, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar similar

63. Left supramarginal gyrus 0.395 (0.003) 0.413 (0.004) F(1,165)=14.037, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar similar

64. Right supramarginal gyrus 0.404 (0.003) 0.419 (0.004) F(1,165)=10.271, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

67. Left precuneus 0.375 (0.003) 0.389 (0.004) F(1,165)=9.601, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.04

similar n.s.

73. Left putamen 0.432 (0.002) 0.448 (0.003) F(1,165)=15.339, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar n.s.

80. Right Heschl’s gyrus 0.455 (0.005) 0.483 (0.007) F(1,165)=10.633, p=0.001, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

81. Left superior temporal gyrus 0.424 (0.003) 0.445 (0.005) F(1,165)=11.759, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar n.s.

82. Right superior temporal gyrus 0.423 (0.003) 0.451 (0.005) F(1,165)=23.268, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.002

similar similar

85. Left middle temporal gyrus 0.423 (0.002) 0.442 (0.003) F(1,165)=21.326, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.002

similar similar

Difference in betweenness centrality

62. Right inferior parietal gyrus SZ only: 7220.709 
(166.679)

6348.066 (233.083) n.s. F(1,148)=8.528, p=0.004, 
pFDR=0.04987

n.s.

68. Right precuneus 7052.401 (98.793) 6520.560 (139.235) n.s. F(1,148)=8.736, p=0.004, 
pFDR=0.046

n.s.

69. Left paracentral lobule 7435.892 (117.747) 6769.414 (177.909) F(1,165)=9.232, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.045

similar n.s.

Difference in normalized path length (λ)

1. Left precentral gyrus SZ only: 1.040 (0.002) 1.050 (0.003) n.s. F(1,148)=8.780, p=0.004, 
pFDR=0.046 

n.s.

13. Left inferior frontal triangularis 1.056 (0.002) 1.067 (0.002) F(1,159)=13.384, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar n.s.

18. Right Rolandic operculum 1.070 (0.002) 1.079 (0.003) F(1,165)=9.969, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

42. Right amygdala SZ only: 1.084 (0.002) 1.096 (0.003) n.s. F(1,148)=9.777, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

n.s.

46. Right cuneus 1.045 (0.002) 1.057 (0.003) F(1,165)=14.660, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar similar
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Table 3: Continued.

Network measure/AAL-area Mean (SD) patients 
(n=114)

Mean (SD) healthy 
controls (n=54)

Difference between groupsa Difference between groupsb Difference between groupsc

52. Right middle occipital gyrus 0.419 (0.003) 0.435 (0.004) F(1,165)=12.090, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar n.s.

57. Left postcentral gyrus 0.406 (0.002) 0.420 (0.003) F(1,165)=12.508, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar similar

63. Left supramarginal gyrus 0.395 (0.003) 0.413 (0.004) F(1,165)=14.037, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar similar

64. Right supramarginal gyrus 0.404 (0.003) 0.419 (0.004) F(1,165)=10.271, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

67. Left precuneus 0.375 (0.003) 0.389 (0.004) F(1,165)=9.601, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.04

similar n.s.

73. Left putamen 0.432 (0.002) 0.448 (0.003) F(1,165)=15.339, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar n.s.

80. Right Heschl’s gyrus 0.455 (0.005) 0.483 (0.007) F(1,165)=10.633, p=0.001, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

81. Left superior temporal gyrus 0.424 (0.003) 0.445 (0.005) F(1,165)=11.759, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar n.s.

82. Right superior temporal gyrus 0.423 (0.003) 0.451 (0.005) F(1,165)=23.268, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.002

similar similar

85. Left middle temporal gyrus 0.423 (0.002) 0.442 (0.003) F(1,165)=21.326, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.002

similar similar

Difference in betweenness centrality

62. Right inferior parietal gyrus SZ only: 7220.709 
(166.679)

6348.066 (233.083) n.s. F(1,148)=8.528, p=0.004, 
pFDR=0.04987

n.s.

68. Right precuneus 7052.401 (98.793) 6520.560 (139.235) n.s. F(1,148)=8.736, p=0.004, 
pFDR=0.046

n.s.

69. Left paracentral lobule 7435.892 (117.747) 6769.414 (177.909) F(1,165)=9.232, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.045

similar n.s.

Difference in normalized path length (λ)

1. Left precentral gyrus SZ only: 1.040 (0.002) 1.050 (0.003) n.s. F(1,148)=8.780, p=0.004, 
pFDR=0.046 

n.s.

13. Left inferior frontal triangularis 1.056 (0.002) 1.067 (0.002) F(1,159)=13.384, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar n.s.

18. Right Rolandic operculum 1.070 (0.002) 1.079 (0.003) F(1,165)=9.969, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

42. Right amygdala SZ only: 1.084 (0.002) 1.096 (0.003) n.s. F(1,148)=9.777, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

n.s.

46. Right cuneus 1.045 (0.002) 1.057 (0.003) F(1,165)=14.660, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.01

similar similar
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Table 3: Continued.

Network measure/AAL-area Mean (SD) patients 
(n=114)

Mean (SD) healthy 
controls (n=54)

Difference between groupsa Difference between groupsb Difference between groupsc

67. Left precuneus SZ only: 1.054 (0.002) 1.064 (0.003) n.s. F(1,148)=9.393, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.04

n.s.

69. Left paracentral lobule 1.034 (0.002) 1.047 (0.003) F(1,165)=11.076, p=0.001, 
pFDR=0.03

similar similar

70. Right paracentral lobule 1.033 (0.002) 1.045 (0.003) F(1,165)=10.206, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

81. Left superior temporal gyrus SZ only: 1.066 (0.002) 1.074 (0.002) n.s. F(1,148)=8.709, p=0.004, 
pFDR=0.046

n.s.

Difference in normalized clustering coefficient (γ)

18. Right Rolandic operculum 1.439 (0.022) 1.569 (0.033) F(1,165)=9.961, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

44. Right calcarine sulcus SZ only: 1.411 (0.016) 1.499 (0.022) n.s. F(1,148)=9.966, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

n.s.

82. Right superior temporal gyrus 1.579 (0.014) 1.675 (0.022) F(1,165)=13.011, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar similar

Difference in small-world coefficient (σ)

18. Right Rolandic operculum 1.344 (0.019) 1.452 (0.029) F(1,165)=9.118, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

44. Right calcarine sulcus SZ only: 1.323 (0.014) 1.396 (0.019) n.s. F(1,148)=9.169, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.04

n.s.

77. Left thalamus 1.744 (0.011) 1.682 (0.017) F(1,165)=9.039, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.046

n.s. n.s.

78. Right thalamus 1.738 (0.012) 1.670 (0.017) F(1,165)=10.045, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

n.s. n.s.

82. Right superior temporal gyrus 1.477 (0.013) 1.557 (0.019) F(1,165)=11.657, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar n.s.

Corrected for education, total and local gray matter volume. Only differences significant after FDR-
correction for 540 tests are shown.
a. n=114 patients and 54 healthy controls.
b. n=97 patients and 54 healthy controls.
c. n=62 patients and 54 healthy controls.
*Significant p<0.05.
*Significant p<0.001.
Abbreviations: SD=standard deviation; AAL=automated anatomical labeling; n.s.=not significant; 
similar=similar as in whole sample.
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Table 3: Continued.

Network measure/AAL-area Mean (SD) patients 
(n=114)

Mean (SD) healthy 
controls (n=54)

Difference between groupsa Difference between groupsb Difference between groupsc

67. Left precuneus SZ only: 1.054 (0.002) 1.064 (0.003) n.s. F(1,148)=9.393, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.04

n.s.

69. Left paracentral lobule 1.034 (0.002) 1.047 (0.003) F(1,165)=11.076, p=0.001, 
pFDR=0.03

similar similar

70. Right paracentral lobule 1.033 (0.002) 1.045 (0.003) F(1,165)=10.206, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

81. Left superior temporal gyrus SZ only: 1.066 (0.002) 1.074 (0.002) n.s. F(1,148)=8.709, p=0.004, 
pFDR=0.046

n.s.

Difference in normalized clustering coefficient (γ)

18. Right Rolandic operculum 1.439 (0.022) 1.569 (0.033) F(1,165)=9.961, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

44. Right calcarine sulcus SZ only: 1.411 (0.016) 1.499 (0.022) n.s. F(1,148)=9.966, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

n.s.

82. Right superior temporal gyrus 1.579 (0.014) 1.675 (0.022) F(1,165)=13.011, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar similar

Difference in small-world coefficient (σ)

18. Right Rolandic operculum 1.344 (0.019) 1.452 (0.029) F(1,165)=9.118, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.03

similar n.s.

44. Right calcarine sulcus SZ only: 1.323 (0.014) 1.396 (0.019) n.s. F(1,148)=9.169, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.04

n.s.

77. Left thalamus 1.744 (0.011) 1.682 (0.017) F(1,165)=9.039, p=0.003, 
pFDR=0.046

n.s. n.s.

78. Right thalamus 1.738 (0.012) 1.670 (0.017) F(1,165)=10.045, p=0.002, 
pFDR=0.03

n.s. n.s.

82. Right superior temporal gyrus 1.477 (0.013) 1.557 (0.019) F(1,165)=11.657, p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.02

similar n.s.

Corrected for education, total and local gray matter volume. Only differences significant after FDR-
correction for 540 tests are shown.
a. n=114 patients and 54 healthy controls.
b. n=97 patients and 54 healthy controls.
c. n=62 patients and 54 healthy controls.
*Significant p<0.05.
*Significant p<0.001.
Abbreviations: SD=standard deviation; AAL=automated anatomical labeling; n.s.=not significant; 
similar=similar as in whole sample.
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5.4.4 Associations between GM network measures and insight
For the entire patient group (n=114), no associations were found between PANSS G12 
scores and graph metrics, nor when only including individuals with schizophrenia 
(n=97) (Table 4). 

In the subsample of 62 patients, of which additional insight measures were available, we 
found a significant positive relationship between higher PANSS G12 scores (i.e., lower 
clinical insight) and higher betweenness centrality (Table 4). Additionally, we found a 
significant positive correlation between SAI-E relabeling of symptoms and clustering 
coefficient. Significant medium-sized positive correlations were also found between 
BCIS composite index scores and normalized path length, normalized clustering 
coefficient and small-world coefficient. Higher self-certainty (i.e., contributing to lower 
cognitive insight) was negatively associated with normalized clustering coefficient and 
small-world coefficient. 

On the local level, we found that BCIS composite index scores were positively correlated 
with normalized clustering coefficient and small-world coefficients of the left inferior 
occipital gyrus (Figure 3). BCIS composite index scores and clustering coefficient of 
networks (r=0.283, p=0.029) and random networks (r=-0.354, p=0.006) were also 
correlated but not significantly after FDR-correction.
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Figure 3: Scatterplots of correlations between cognitive insight and local normalized clustering (A) 
and small-world coefficient (C) of the left inferior occipital gyrus (B). 

This figure was created with WFU PickAtlas (Maldjian et al., 2004; Maldjian J.A. et al., 2003; Tzourio-
Mazoyer et al., 2002) and MRIcroGL (Rorden and Brett, 2000).

5.4.5 Post-hoc analysis
To check for specificity for insight, we also calculated post-hoc correlations between 
graph metrics and scores on PANSS item N5 (abstract thinking) and PANSS 
subscale scores on negative symptoms. None of these correlations were significant 
(puncorrected>0.05).
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Table 4: Associations between gray matter network measures and insight.

G12a G12b G12c SAIE AIc SAIE RSc SAIE NTc SAIE subc BCIS SRc BCIS SCc BCIS cic

Whole brain gray matter network measures

Path length (L) rs=-0.123, 
p=0.194

rs=-0.120, 
p=0.243

rs=-0.173, 
p=0.182

rs=0.162, 
p=0.213

rs=-0.128, 
p=0.332

rs=0.039, 
p=0.764

rs=0.106, 
p=0.417

rs=0.175, 
p=0.176

rs=-0.234, 
p=0.069

rs=0.257, 
p=0.046

Clustering coefficient (CC) rs=-0.075, 
p=0.429

rs=-0.080, 
p=0.437

rs=-0.086, 
p=0.510

rs=0.121, 
p=0.353

rs=0.299, 
p=0.020, 
pFDR=0.030*

rs=0.039, 
p=0.765

rs=0.064, 
p=0.625

rs=0.009, 
p=0.947

rs=-0.052, 
p=0.689

rs=0.015, 
p=0.908

Betweenness centrality (BC) rs=0.117, 
p=0.218

rs=0.122, 
p=0.238

rs=0.312, 
p=0.014,
pFDR=0.030* 

rs=-0.167, 
p=0.198

rs=-0.250, 
p=0.054

rs=-0.020, 
p=0.876

rs=-0.176, 
p=0.175

rs=-0.156, 
p=0.231

rs=0.168, 
p=0.195

rs=-0.201, 
p=0.121

Normalized path length (λ) rs=-0.151, 
p=0.110

rs=-0.151, 
p=0.142

rs=-0.235, 
p=0.069

rs=0.220, 
p=0.089

rs=-0.004, 
p=0.978

rs=0.069, 
p=0.598

rs=0.150, 
p=0.249

rs=0.204, 
p=0.116

rs=-0.243, 
p=0.059

rs=0.271, 
p=0.035, 
pFDR=0.045*

Normalized clustering coefficient (γ) rs=-0.131, 
p=0.165

rs=-0.100, 
p=0.332

rs=-0.221, 
p=0.086

rs=0.181, 
p=0.163

rs=0.019, 
p=0.886

rs=0.122, 
p=0.348

rs=0.116, 
p=0.375

rs=0.220, 
p=0.089

rs=-0.311, 
p=0.015, 
pFDR=0.030*

rs=0.300, 
p=0.019, 
pFDR=0.030*

Small-world coefficient (σ) rs=-0.131, 
p=0.167

rs=-0.096, 
p=0.352

rs=-0.229, 
p=0.076

rs=0.174, 
p=0.180

rs=0.020, 
p=0.878

rs=0.156, 
p=0.230

rs=0.114, 
p=0.381

rs=0.225, 
p=0.081

rs=-0.330, 
p=0.009, 
pFDR=0.030*

rs=0.313, 
p=0.014, 
pFDR=0.030*

Local gray matter network measures**

Normalized clustering coefficient (γ)

Left inferior occipital gyrus r=0.478, 
p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.04

Small-world coefficient (σ)

Left inferior occipital gyrus r=0.505, 
p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.03

NB: Corrected for total gray matter volume. Higher insight is reflected by lower PANSS G12 scores, 
higher SAI-E scores, higher BCIS self-reflectiveness (SR) and composite index (ci) scores and lower 
BCIS self-certainty (SC) scores. 
a. n=114 patients.
b. n=97 patients, only including patients with schizophrenia.
c. n=62 patients.
*Significant after FDR-correction for 8 tests. 
**For local graph metrics, only differences significant after FDR-correction for 720 tests are shown.
Abbreviations: G12=item 12 of the General Psychopathology subscale of the Positive and Negative 
Syndrome Scale; SAIE=Schedule for Assessment of Insight – Expanded; AI=Awareness of illness; 
RS=Relabeling of symptoms; NT=Need for treatment; sub=subtotal score; BCIS=Beck Cognitive 
Insight Scale; SR=self-reflectiveness; SC=self-certainty; ci=composite index score.
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Table 4: Associations between gray matter network measures and insight.

G12a G12b G12c SAIE AIc SAIE RSc SAIE NTc SAIE subc BCIS SRc BCIS SCc BCIS cic

Whole brain gray matter network measures

Path length (L) rs=-0.123, 
p=0.194

rs=-0.120, 
p=0.243

rs=-0.173, 
p=0.182

rs=0.162, 
p=0.213

rs=-0.128, 
p=0.332

rs=0.039, 
p=0.764

rs=0.106, 
p=0.417

rs=0.175, 
p=0.176

rs=-0.234, 
p=0.069

rs=0.257, 
p=0.046

Clustering coefficient (CC) rs=-0.075, 
p=0.429

rs=-0.080, 
p=0.437

rs=-0.086, 
p=0.510

rs=0.121, 
p=0.353

rs=0.299, 
p=0.020, 
pFDR=0.030*

rs=0.039, 
p=0.765

rs=0.064, 
p=0.625

rs=0.009, 
p=0.947

rs=-0.052, 
p=0.689

rs=0.015, 
p=0.908

Betweenness centrality (BC) rs=0.117, 
p=0.218

rs=0.122, 
p=0.238

rs=0.312, 
p=0.014,
pFDR=0.030* 

rs=-0.167, 
p=0.198

rs=-0.250, 
p=0.054

rs=-0.020, 
p=0.876

rs=-0.176, 
p=0.175

rs=-0.156, 
p=0.231

rs=0.168, 
p=0.195

rs=-0.201, 
p=0.121

Normalized path length (λ) rs=-0.151, 
p=0.110

rs=-0.151, 
p=0.142

rs=-0.235, 
p=0.069

rs=0.220, 
p=0.089

rs=-0.004, 
p=0.978

rs=0.069, 
p=0.598

rs=0.150, 
p=0.249

rs=0.204, 
p=0.116

rs=-0.243, 
p=0.059

rs=0.271, 
p=0.035, 
pFDR=0.045*

Normalized clustering coefficient (γ) rs=-0.131, 
p=0.165

rs=-0.100, 
p=0.332

rs=-0.221, 
p=0.086

rs=0.181, 
p=0.163

rs=0.019, 
p=0.886

rs=0.122, 
p=0.348

rs=0.116, 
p=0.375

rs=0.220, 
p=0.089

rs=-0.311, 
p=0.015, 
pFDR=0.030*

rs=0.300, 
p=0.019, 
pFDR=0.030*

Small-world coefficient (σ) rs=-0.131, 
p=0.167

rs=-0.096, 
p=0.352

rs=-0.229, 
p=0.076

rs=0.174, 
p=0.180

rs=0.020, 
p=0.878

rs=0.156, 
p=0.230

rs=0.114, 
p=0.381

rs=0.225, 
p=0.081

rs=-0.330, 
p=0.009, 
pFDR=0.030*

rs=0.313, 
p=0.014, 
pFDR=0.030*

Local gray matter network measures**

Normalized clustering coefficient (γ)

Left inferior occipital gyrus r=0.478, 
p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.04

Small-world coefficient (σ)

Left inferior occipital gyrus r=0.505, 
p<0.001, 
pFDR=0.03

NB: Corrected for total gray matter volume. Higher insight is reflected by lower PANSS G12 scores, 
higher SAI-E scores, higher BCIS self-reflectiveness (SR) and composite index (ci) scores and lower 
BCIS self-certainty (SC) scores. 
a. n=114 patients.
b. n=97 patients, only including patients with schizophrenia.
c. n=62 patients.
*Significant after FDR-correction for 8 tests. 
**For local graph metrics, only differences significant after FDR-correction for 720 tests are shown.
Abbreviations: G12=item 12 of the General Psychopathology subscale of the Positive and Negative 
Syndrome Scale; SAIE=Schedule for Assessment of Insight – Expanded; AI=Awareness of illness; 
RS=Relabeling of symptoms; NT=Need for treatment; sub=subtotal score; BCIS=Beck Cognitive 
Insight Scale; SR=self-reflectiveness; SC=self-certainty; ci=composite index score.
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5.5 Discussion

The aims of our study were to investigate individual GM structural network properties 
in individuals with a psychotic disorder and relate these to severity of impairment 
of clinical and cognitive insight. Our main findings indicate lower global clustering 
coefficient and higher betweenness centrality in patients compared to controls, that 
varied as a function of clinical insight in a subsample of well-characterized patients. 
Specifically, lower clustering coefficient, reflective of a more random brain topology, 
was related to lower scores on one dimension of clinical insight, namely the ability 
to attribute symptoms to the illness. Lower clustering coefficient was also related to 
poorer cognitive insight. Higher betweenness centrality, indicative of an increase in 
hub characteristics, was also related to clinical insight.

Additionally, cognitive insight related to other brain metrics indicative of a more random 
brain topology, namely lower global path length and small-world coefficient, that were 
not found to differ between patients and HC. Locally, cognitive insight was associated 
with lower clustering and small-world coefficient of the left inferior occipital gyrus, 
while no local metrics related to clinical insight. These findings are in line with previous 
studies that showed a more random topology of GM networks in schizophrenia and 
individuals at risk (Bassett et al., 2008; Palaniyappan et al., 2019; Tijms et al., 2015; 
Zhang et al., 2012). Our results extend these findings by showing that these structural 
abnormalities at the system’s level are related to inter-individual differences in insight 
into psychosis and support the hypothesis of global integration deficiencies underlying 
complex symptom dimensions.

5.5.1 Patients versus HC
At the brain’s system-level, we found lower clustering coefficient in patients compared 
to HC, suggesting lower segregation and a more random topology of structural 
networks. This is not in line with two previous studies that found higher global clustering 
of GM networks based on volume (40 HC and 41 SZ) (Palaniyappan et al., 2019) and 
cortical thickness (101 SZ and 101 HC) (Zhang et al., 2012) in patients. Networks in these 
studies were created on the group-level, however, and these studies did not match 
groups on education. Additionally, we found higher global betweenness centrality in 
patients compared to HC, suggesting an increase in hub-characteristics across the 
brain which might reflect an inefficient compensatory reorganization of the brain in 
patients with a psychotic disorder. Higher betweenness centrality may make networks 
less robust against pathology, however, given that previous studies showed that a 
lower number of hub-regions makes networks more robust because connections are 
more homogenously distributed (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2010; Lynall et al., 2010). 
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Locally, our results showed lower local (normalized) clustering of many nodes in 
patients. This suggests lower segregation in specific areas, suggesting a more random 
topology of structural networks in patients. We also observed lower (normalized) local 
path length in several areas distributed across the brain in patients compared to 
healthy controls, but no difference in global path length between groups. This suggests 
increased local integration of areas across the brain in patients. We additionally found 
lower local small-world coefficients of the right Rolandic operculum and right superior 
temporal gyrus while, on the contrary, small-world coefficients of bilateral thalamus 
were higher. A previous study showed segregation of the thalamus from a subcortical 
structural module in patients with schizophrenia (Palaniyappan et al., 2019). Our finding 
of lower local clustering in patients is in line with previous studies comparing group-
level gray matter networks between patients with schizophrenia and healthy controls. 
Palaniyappan et al. (2018; 40 HC and 41 SZ) found lower local clustering coefficient in 
the right middle temporal gyrus (Palaniyappan et al., 2019), while Bassett et al. (2008; 
203 SZ and 259 HC) found lower clustering coefficient in frontal hubs of the multimodal 
network (Bassett et al., 2008). Tijms et al. (2015; 144 at high risk individuals and 36 HC) 
also found lower local clustering, predominantly in prefrontal and temporal regions, in 
individuals at high risk of schizophrenia (Tijms et al., 2015). Our finding of lower local 
path length in patients compared to healthy controls is not in line with a previous study, 
as Palaniyappan et al. (2018) found higher local path length in patients (Palaniyappan 
et al., 2019). This study examined gray matter networks based on volume, however, and 
created networks on the group-level, while not matching groups on education. Tijms 
et al. (2015) also found lower local path length in several areas in individuals at high 
risk of schizophrenia (Tijms et al., 2015), which is in line with our results. Altogether, 
results of previous studies as well as our study all suggest a more random topology 
of structural networks in patients with schizophrenia as well as in individuals at risk. 

With regard to the comparison of hub regions between patients and healthy controls, 
we found higher global betweenness centrality as well as local betweenness centrality 
of the left paracentral lobule in patients compared to healthy controls, which is usually 
not considered to be a hub region. Altogether, our results suggest that patients 
have imbalanced brain networks. This imbalance is characterized by 1) lower global 
segregation and local efficiency (i.e. lower clustering coefficient), 2) an increase in hub-
characteristics across the brain and of the left paracentral lobule specifically, and 3) 
higher local efficiency of several areas (i.e. lower path length) with 4) a change in small-
world coefficients of several areas which might reflect an inefficient compensatory 
reorganization of the brain in patients with a psychotic disorder.
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5.5.2 Clinical insight
Given our results, it is unlikely that clinical insight can be explained by local 
abnormalities. This is in line with cognitive neuroscience models emphasizing the need 
of intact metacognitive and sensory abilities (e.g. self-evaluation and reflection) for 
good insight (Flashman and Roth, 2004). We observed lower clustering coefficient 
in patients with poorer ability to relabel symptoms, suggesting lower segregation. 
This subdimension of clinical insight measures patients’ capability to attribute their 
symptoms to an illness. The other subdimensions and total score did not correlate with 
graph metrics. Compared to the other subdimensions of clinical insight, relabeling of 
symptoms appears to be of higher-order as it not only requires basic illness awareness 
but also the ability to integrate self-related information with information concerning the 
social and cultural environment while actively processing ongoing information. These 
processes might represent an interplay of more dynamic and higher-order processing 
which might be more severely affected by disturbances at the systems-level rather 
than regional abnormalities. Additionally, lower clustering coefficient suggests less 
segregated specialized processing of information, which might affect higher-order 
processes such as relabeling of symptoms more than basic processes.

We additionally found higher betweenness centrality in individuals with higher clinical 
insight (i.e., PANSS G12 scores) suggesting increased hub-characteristics across the 
brain. No significant associations were found for specific regions, rendering it unclear 
whether these global abnormalities are driven by specific regions. Hub-regions are 
thought to improve integrated processing of information. The increase in betweenness 
centrality suggests at least an attempt for increased integrated processing, while lower 
clustering coefficient in patients with lower relabeling of symptoms scores suggests 
less segregated specialized information processing. This might suggest an inefficient 
compensatory reorganization of hub regions in patients with poorer clinical insight. 

5.5.3 Cognitive insight
Previous studies could not pinpoint impaired insight to abnormalities of isolated brain 
areas as abnormalities in a distributed network of brain regions were found (Bergé 
et al., 2011; Cooke et al., 2008; Emami et al., 2016; Ha et al., 2004; McFarland et al., 
2013; Sapara et al., 2016). Our findings of lower path length, clustering coefficient and 
small-world coefficients in patients with poorer cognitive insight show further support 
of disturbances at the systems-level. Lower clustering and small-world coefficients 
suggest a global imbalance between functional integration and segregation which 
may lead to dysfunction (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). The association with general 
cognitive insight appeared to be driven by the self-certainty subdimension, while 
no significant associations were found for the self-reflectiveness subdimension. A 
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meta-analysis showed that self-certainty was associated with memory, IQ and total 
cognition, while no significant associations were found between self-reflectiveness 
and neurocognition (Nair et al., 2014). Self-certainty might be affected more by global 
brain disturbances, while self-reflectiveness might be affected more by regional 
abnormalities, for example of the ventromedial and -lateral prefrontal cortex, that are 
implicated in processing of self-versus-other (Buchy et al., 2015; van der Meer et al., 
2013). However, we did not find significant associations between self-reflectiveness 
and local graph metrics either. 

A previous study in 15 patients with first episode psychosis also only found a significant 
positive relationship between self-certainty and cortical covariance of ventrolateral 
prefrontal seeds with frontal regions, but no relation with self-reflectiveness (Kuang 
et al., 2017). They did not examine the brain’s system level. We extend these findings 
by showing relations of total cognitive insight scores and self-certainty scores at the 
global level as well as local occipital level. That is, when examining local abnormalities, 
we found that lower local clustering coefficient and small-world coefficient of the 
left inferior occipital gyrus were related to lower cognitive insight (BCIS composite 
index scores), suggesting that this region might drive system-level abnormalities. 
Cognitive as well as clinical insight have been linked to structural and functional brain 
abnormalities of occipital regions in several studies (Buchy et al., 2016, 2012a, 2011; 
Larabi et al., 2018; Sapara et al., 2016; Tordesillas-Gutierrez et al., 2018), although 
just a few specifically to cognitive insight (i.e., self-certainty and cortical thickness of 
fusiform gyrus and lateral occipital gyrus; composite index scores and metabolism 
of the fusiform gyrus as measured with PET) (Buchy et al., 2016; Caletti et al., 2017). 
A study by Caletti et al. found a relation between cognitive insight and metabolism of 
the fusiform gyrus, an area adjacent to the inferior occipital gyrus. They suggested 
that this might be explained by the fusiform gyrus’ role in face recognition. According 
to the authors, given that previous studies have also shown a relation between 
face recognition and self-awareness, impaired face recognition might be related to 
difficulties in constructing a coherent account of self-experience (Caletti et al., 2017). 

5.5.4 Limitations
We included a relatively large sample of patients and HC, and investigated clinical as 
well as cognitive insight. This study has some limitations. First, PANSS G12 measures 
of clinical insight were available for the full sample (n=114), but SAI-E- and BCIS-
measures only for a subsample (n=62). Second, we found significant correlations 
between graph metrics and insight in the well-characterized (with respect to insight) 
subsample (n=62) but not in the full sample (n=114) although the directions of effects 
were similar (Table 2). Individuals in this subsample were from two studies specifically 
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aimed at the investigation of insight and therefore their average insight was poorer and 
scores were not skewed towards absence of impairment of insight. Thus, this sample 
might have been more optimal to detect relations of insight. Third, the exact biological 
meaning of GM structural networks remains uncertain, although they appear to reflect 
synchronized developmental change (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013). Future studies of 
multimodal, longitudinal design could benefit from taking a multiscale neuroscience 
approach in which data at different scales (i.e., genetic, molecular, cellular and 
macroscale structural and functional connectivity) is integrated to better relate brain 
structure, function and behavior (van den Heuvel et al., 2019). This would additionally 
provide more information on how GM similarity networks relate to functional and white 
matter connectivity over time and how that relates to cognitive models of insight. Last, 
the AAL-parcellation was used for the investigation of local graph metrics. A more 
fine-grained parcellation could provide more information. We chose to replicate the 
methods of previous studies, however, so that results could be compared to previous 
results.

5.5.5 Conclusions
In this study, we show that individuals with a psychotic disorder show lower segregation 
and a more random topology of brain networks compared to HC, which varied as a 
function of insight. Systems-level abnormalities in psychotic disorder can thus shed 
light on the neural basis of specific symptoms, such as impaired insight. Gaining 
more knowledge on probable dysconnectivity underlying impaired insight might help 
in finding better treatment options and potential biomarkers. 
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